
ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SAMIAN WAR 

(PLATE I) 

UNLIKE much else in the Pentecontaetia, of the chronology of the Samian War, its antecedents 
included, has apparently evoked such ttle itical interest that an almost casual treatment of the 
subject is observable in modern works. Nesselhauf, for example, annotated his brief discussion of 
the Samian War with a reference to Busolt and Beloch 'for the details'. Each scholar provides a 
radically different chronology from the other.2 Indeed, the range of dates postulated by modern 
writers is remarkable considering the relatively small span of time, two years, in which the events 
appear to have unfolded. Beloch and the authors of ATL3 date the war between Samos and 
Miletus, which ultimately caused the revolt, in summer 441 B.C.; Busolt set the war in March- 
April 440 B.C., E. Meyer a shade earlier.4 Some scholars fail to specify the date (Nesselhauf, 
Meiggs).5 The beginning of the revolt itself has been placed in spring 440 B.C. by Sealey, among 
others;6 Gomme and Meiggs date it in early summer,7 Busolt, strangely, in earlyJuly. The direct 
cause of the revolt, the installation of the democracy at Samos (Thuc. i I 5.3), is little discussed, 
much less fixed in date.8 The democracy was not established in a day: it therefore requires 
consideration in any chronological reconstruction. Finally, the end of the war has been variously 
set in late winter, early spring and early summer 439 B.C. 

Such uncertainty is surprising since our evidence is abundant and also specific enough to allow 
us to make reasonably firm chronological estimates. Indeed, our fortunate possession of mutually 
independent data-the historical tradition and the monumental evidence-provides us with the 
opportunity to attempt precision in a degree usually beyond our expectations. However we may 
separately interpret Thucydides' relative chronology or the random evidence of the stones, these 
data, when taken in combination, yield knowledge greater than the sum of its parts. 

I. THE LITERARY TRADITION 

The chronological framework is established by Thucydides and the (Atthidographic) scho- 
lium at Aristophanes Wasps 283. Thucydides (i I15.2) dated the Samian quarrel with Miletus 
which provoked the establishment of a democratic government at Samos to the sixth year 
(441/40) of the Thirty Years Peace: KTrU 8 6 EEL Z'ailoLs KaL MtA-qatios troAdCoso Eyevero repL 
7ptIpLvrl, Kal ol MilX7alot eAaaaovtevoLt rT) rohAELt) trap' 'AOr7vaiovs EAOovTes KaTE(otV Tr!ov 

Z'apuctv. 6vvE7reAaf0ovTo SE Kat E6 av'rrj T7rs ZdcLov avSpes lSt&rat veWorepLaal fBovAo4evol rrjv 
rTOALreLav. (3) rTeAEaavres o0Vv 'AOtqvalot es ZdaFov vaval reaaapaKOvTa Srl.loKpar'av KaTea`a7'aav, 

Kal otprLpovsg SAafov rcav Zal.iwv rTevTrrKOVTa ,V 7ral'Sasg, taovS 8e avSpas, Kal KareGEevTo 'e Airvov, 
Kal povpdv yKaraALro6vrETs adveprlaav. According to the scholiast, the Samian War fell in the 
years 44I/0, 440/39: Trd rTep Z'dfOV 40v ' OTEL 7TpOTEPOV '7 TtLoKAE'ovs y~yEove Kal CM TOV r jS 
Mopvx'Sov. 

Nothing can be said, for the moment, about the date of the Samian-Milesian War or the 
establishment of the Samian democracy. The views that have been expressed in the literature are 
subjective impressions of the minimum period of time required for the events described by 
Thucydides in II5.4-5. That estimate is then simply connected to the presumed date of the 
Samian Revolt. Thucydides' account resists quantification and can be accommodated to any 
number of reasonable hypotheses. But Thucydides' account of the Samian Revolt itself is more 
fruitful. 

Thucydides affirms that the Byzantinesjoined in the rebellion ( 115.5); and it is independently 
known that they paid tribute in spring 440 (A TL i p. 250). This information, however, has its 

1 Klio Beiheft 30 (1933) 47 n. 3. 5 Meiggs, Athenian Empire I88 f 
2 Busolt, Griech. Gesch. iii.I 542 n. 4; Beloch, Griech. 6 A History of the Greek City-States (I976) 3I0. 

Gesch. ii2.2 215 f. 7 Meiggs 190; Gomme HCT 390. 
3 ATL iii 307 f. 8 Busolt and Meyer are exceptions, both placing it in 
4 GdA iv (190o edn) 64. spring 440. 



limitations: although it permits us to deduce a date after which the Byzantines rebelled, it does not 

necessarily entail, as has been generally inferred, that the Samians also rebelled no sooner than the 
springtime of 440. For the inference is uncertain or worse that the Byzantines rose simultaneously 
with the Samians and that (therefore) the Samian Revolt must postdate the celebration of the 

Dionysia (late March-early April), when the tribute was paraded in the theatre.9 Its sole support is 
the belief that Thucydides' deference to strict relative chronology explains the emplacement of his 
reference to the Byzantines in II5.5-just after the Samian coup and the preparations then 
undertaken against Miletus and just before the Athenians began their countermeasures against 
them (I 6. I). But this may be to view the passage too mechanically: if the Byzantine uprising 
affected the course of the Samian War (as it evidently did not) the argument would carry more 
weight. In fact, the notice looks rather like a footnote, even an addition.10 The phrase is intrusive 
and disturbs the flow of the context, for what the Athenians 'perceived' and responded to was not 
the Byzantine uprising, which they ignored, but the vigorous activities of the Samians. There are a 
also general reasons to suppose that the Byzantine rebellion followed the Samian after a lapse of 
time. Thucydides does not imply in 115.4 that the Samian conspirators attempted to induce a 
concerted uprising of the allies; in fact, the secrecy of their plot was essential to its success. 

Secondly, it is not likely that the Byzantines would have risked their city in a perilous enterprise 
unless the prospects of Samian success sces eemed good-when, for example, the Samians managed 
to break the Athenian blockade and there was reason to believe that Persia was entering the war.' 
Consequently, it is safest to assume no more from the rebellion of the Byzantines after their 
payment of tribute t han that the Samian Revolt was already in progress by that time. 

Evidence from the strategic lists confirms that the war began in the campaign year of 440 and 
also permits us to date one of its stages with some degree of precision. Androtion's list of 'the ten 
generals at Samos'12 does not include Thoukydides, Hagnon, Phormion, Tlempolemos and 
Antikles, all of whom are named by Thucydides in 11 7.2 as bringing reinforcements to Perikles 
after his renewal of the blockade of Samos. It follows that two different boards of generals were 
active in the campaign; and since Thucydides' sequence of events follows in rapid progression 
without allowance for a winter hiatus, it is clear that both the generals of 441/0 (Androtion's) and 
those of 440/39 (those named by Thucydides) were all of them active in the year 440 B.C. More 
important for present purposes, the same evidence also indicates with great probability that 
Perikles' return from Kaunos and Karia must have occurred not long before mid-June, when the 
new calendar-year began (Hekatombaion I, 440), the new board of generals took office and their 
reinforcements arrived. For we may certainly assume, in the absence of contrary indications, that 
the newly elected generals perforce acted as swiftly as possible, even to the point of organizing 
their expedition before the new archon-year began. Time was of the essence: the crisis was 
obvious and urgent (cf. Thuc. viii 76.4) well before Hekatombaion I; and the new generals, with 
their sixty triremes, were needed at once if the Samians were to be decisively overpowered. The 
following events therefore occurred by mid-June: the battle of Tragia, the subsequent dispatch of 
forty vessels which facilitated the investment of Samos, Perikles' departure thereafter to head off 
the Persians, the Samian disruption of the blockade and their fourteen-day-long control of the sea, 
Perikles' return and renewal of the siege and, finally, the dispatch of sixty additional vessels under 
the command of the new generals ( 1I6- 117.2). 

One would think that it would be an easy matter, with the aid of this information, to compute 
the date of the end of the war since we know from Thucydides that it came to a close in the ninth 
month of the siege (I 17.3): Kat vavfuaXiav uev -rtva fSpaXelav eTrotruaavro ol aut,3 a vvaTot 

9 The date, in any case, is only a terminus. We do not vavalv Ef^qKovTa rm Sd,uov... Evavp.iax77aav trpos Tpay4a 
know how much in advance of the Dionysia the tribute KTA. 

was brought to Athens. 11 Thuc. i 1 6.3: HEpLKA7rs 8C AaqO%v er7gKovTa vavs aro 

10 To see this, it must be quoted within its surrounding Trci)V ioppovacbv XErTO Kara Taxosg Lrm Kavvov KaCL 
context (I 15.5-I I6.I): (ol Eap1oL) Trphrov pev Trc 871tq Kaplas, eaaayyEOevTwv OSn LoLviaaat vrjes CT' avrovs 

Eravear77aav Kat fKpaTrraav TCZv TrAELaTWV, 7TELITa TOV TTAeovaLv 4xero yap Kal EK T77S ?Zdov 7TEVTE vaval 
OpOvS EKKAE/favTES (K A1 vov tovs atrcv arTEatav, ErTfaayopas K at AAo t aTL r otviaaras. 
Kat TOVSt povpoVs TOVl 'AOqjvaL6v Kat roivs apxovTras ot 12 FGrH 324 F 38. 

caav 7Trapa ac>avw e'eoaav IHlaaovOvr7, 7TL TE M(A7rov 13 Apparently just after the arrival of the new generals 
evOVs 7TrapeaKevaov-ro aTrpaTevetv. 6vva7r.arr7aav 8' avtrots of 440/39. 
Ka Bvtavrrtot. 'Afr)vaio cs' t 

jaOov-ro, 7rAevaav-res 
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ovTEs avTi(aXElv {e37roAlopKr/r'Oaav ev6raq pJrjvl Kal rrpoaeXpruaav UohAoy'a KTA. But, as Gomme 
asks (ad loc.), was that 'eight months after Perikles' return from the coast of Karia, or after the 
circumvallation was complete, or after Tragia, or after the outbreak of the war?' Gomme was 

probably right to opt for the second alternative14-in which case the war ended no later than 

January 439-but it is impossible to be certain. The most that can be said is that the war can have 
ended no later than February since the latest terminus Thucydides allows is Perikles' return from 
the Karian coast, which must be set before mid-June. 

So much, then, for the chronological indications provided by the literary tradition. The dates 
of the beginning and the end of the Samian War remain tantalizingly uncertain; and we still do 
not know the date of the apXr- KaKCnV, the establishment of the Samian democracy. By a lucky 
stroke of fate, the inscriptional record will allow us to resolve these questions. 

II. IG I2 293 

This fragment (ML no. 55), found on the Acropolis, is now in the Epigraphic Museum at 
Athens. It contains developed Attic writing, stoichedon, but with an unknown length of line. An 
excellent photograph was published by Meritt in AFD 43. I ignore here another small fragment 
conjecturally associated with it by Meritt, AJA xxxviii (1934) 69 (see below p. Iof. for its 

incorporation into lines 7-10 of ML no. 55): if the attribution is correct, the stone is nevertheless 
too fragmentary to help in the restoration of this stele. 

..5 ? .. K - - - - - - - 

.... a - - - - - - - 

.. .oat - - - - - - - 

.. .pea[pptos - - - - 

5 M ITTT[- - - - - - 
'AOevalot a[vEAoaav? - - 

7rps ?a,to[s - - - - - 
'A6evaas 7[- - - - - 

s, hols Pvpo[paxos Eypa/,Utdacev - - - 

10 o rVE' Zralia[l ------- -- - 

xs O0o, Nav[- - - - - 

hIMM FPTTT[----- 
nap ral[v - - - - - - 

tOS 7paL[cs - - - - - 

IS Epov ho [- - - - - - 

'AtLSvalos [------- 
P1TMUI--TTT - - 5[ - - 

Xovtfr7TavTOo[s KEfaGAatov - -- 

HM[M]_MM[-------- 

This fragment records three payments made by the treasurers of Athena (line 8 with 13) 
totalling more than I400 talents. Since the three figures, 128 T.+, 368 T.+, 908 T.+, are 
combined in a total, designated as such (line i8), which is also the sum of their numbers, the 

fragment should be regarded as a self-contained unit-even if it may have been part of a stele 
containing material above it or below it. It follows that these sums were mutually related and 
(therefore) organized chronologically.16 Their mutual relation can only have been one of two 

14 Thucydides' use of the same verb, TroAopKeCv, in in their computation of the first sum. That it was their 
116.2 and I 7.3 suggests conscious mutual relation. error and not a mason's follows from its having affected 

15 The first printing of ML has a misprint here; the the total given (and recomputed) in iine 19. The mistake 
figure is given as 853 T. was perhaps uncovered and rectified by the logistae. It 

16 I am grateful to D. M. Lewis and Ronald Stroud for suggests, of course, that the sum written on line 5 was an 
knowledge of the fact that the numbers in lines 5 and 19 aggregate figure. To infer more than this from the era- 
are written in rasura, the bands of erasure running the full sures would I think be guesswork. We cannot even say 
width of the stone. The treasurers evidently made an error whether the number originally written in line 5 was 



kinds. Either the payments have nothing more in common with each other than the identity of 
their source, namely, the treasurers of Athena, or they have been united by the purpose for which 
they were spent, all the payments having been devoted to the same categorical end. IG i2 324+ 
(ML no. 72) provides an example of the first type: in this list of the sums of money loaned by the 
treasurers of Athena, the point of material importance is not the identity of the recipients or their 
specific use of the money (though this is of course stated) but simply their receipt of the loans. The 
loans are itemized through four successive years, a total being provided for each of the years 
separately (lines 15 f., 24 f., 34 ff., 46 f.), all of this culminating in the collective total given in lines 
48-5 I. IG i2 295 + (ML no. 6i), is an example of the second type. This inscription records the 
expenditures of two successive boards of Athena's treasurers (434/3, 433/2) upon a single object, 
military operations at Corcyra. Now our fragment, though it differs from both these examples in 
that it is a summary account while they are particularized, clearly conforms to the second type. 
For since the total consists of three sums, not four, it is obviously not, like IG i2 324+, the usual 
sort of record of the monies expended by four successive boards of the treasurers of Athena 
rendering their accounts from Greater Panathenaea to Greater Panathenaea.17 We are therefore 
entitled to believe that this self-contained fragment records the expenses for what the Athenians 
regarded as a single category, like the expenditures at Corcyra. Consequently, since Samians are 
mentioned in line 7 and the sums recorded are of an extraordinary size, it is reasonable to conclude 
that this record is relevant to the events described by Thucydides in i I 5.2 ff. 

In addition, both the summary nature of this account and the fact that the treasurers were 
listed individually in lines 4, 10 f., and 15 f. make the assumption cogent that each of these groups 
were different boards of treasurers individually responsible for the payments registered in lines 5, 
12 and 17. For the presence of three aggregate figures (such sums were surely not bestowed en bloc) 
coupled with three lists of magistrates manifestly implies the allocation of responsibility to three 
distinct groups of treasurers. The presumption that these expenditures were annual and each 
group of treasurers a separate board is, moreover, confirmed by the magnitude of the sums 
involved. 128 T., 368 T., and 908 T. are best explained as yearly aggregates. Thus, if this 
inscription records the expenditures incurred because of the Samian affair, they must have been 
paid out by three boards of treasurers who held office in successive years. 

This analysis differs substantially from the currently prevailing interpretation of the fragment. 
According to the conventional view, which derives from Meritt's study in AFD, 18 the payments 
on the stone do not stand in chronological order; the treasurers listed on line 4 were apparently 
members of the same boards as those named both in lines io f. and 15 f; and the money was 
expended on a dual object, Byzantium and Samos, the payment of 128 T. + allegedly having been 
spent on the subjugation of Byzantium, while the other two sums went for Samian operations in 
441/0 and 440/39. The text of Meiggs and Lewis (no. 55) embodies this interpretation and reads as 
follows: 

. .5 .. . EK - - - - - - - - - - - -------- _ - 

.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -EE 

... O al------------------------ 
. .pEa[ppLos - - - - - --- - - - - 

5 hgPTTT[----------- 
'A0EvaloL. a[vE'oaa rv Er TiOKAE'OS Kal 'r't MopvxPto dpXo'vrov 'AOevatoLa, Es rov] 
TrpOs ?ap,o[s r'Aelov a T,OV a8e' e ev 7rov yvotv e'roLv hoLt rau'ia TrapE'8oa]a[v 'rov re'] 
'AOEva[aS I7[oALda8oS atrpareyola tro oS 7rpO ?aloos' davdAola 7rapad raut]6v 4[K 7roAEo]- 

s, hols kvpo'[paXosg EypaaLaafrevev, ear TEi foAEs, h't ...... 12 ...... TpO'T]OS [ypaLa'.a]- 

smaller or larger than what replaced it. One might argue, 17 The principle is well known; see, for example, 
perhaps, that the need for erasure suggests that all the besidesIGi2 324+,306, ICi2 92, lines 27f. (ML no. 58 B). 
returns were not yet in when the stone was carved-so 18 pp. 42-7, revised in AJP Iv (1934) 365 f. Prior to 
that the first item on the stone was actually the last in the Meritt's study it was held that the amount in line 5 was 
chronological series (i.e. the subjugation of Byzantium). spent by the treasurers of 441/0, the next two amounts 
Such an explanation would not be cogent. We are not having been spent in 440/39. The possibility that two 
entitled to suppose that documents of this kind were payments were made in the conciliar year 440/39 is also 
given over to a mason in medias res. An error in the records noted by Meiggs and Lewis. 
therefore permits no conclusions about the time of its 
commission. 
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IO TEVE' ralia[t......................45 ........................EEv]lo[At'Es ~]- 

Xs O0o Nava[- -------] 
IMMIP4PTTT[-- ------ - - -] 
trapa rapL6[v vK 7rAEOS, ho s eJloaTpaSroS ypa/ULaTEVE, E7rl rL oAS, hl 'EriXap]- 
ivosg I7pal[evs' TrpoTros Eypa,LCaTreve, aTpaTEyolat TLoSS 7rpOS ,'apos avcaAop,a 8ev']- 

15 Epov hot'& [raa aav - - - - - - - - - - - - -] 

'A.tSvaosg [---------------- - - -] 
[PmhllMPTTT[- -- - - - ------- -] 
Xavp7rTavro[s KedXAaLov rTO E Bvtavr0os Kals ?aptios avaAo'aTros - -] 

KM[]MHH [----------------------] 

It will be recognized at once, I think, that these restorations lack all evidential value. The 
double archon-date in line 6, the 'two years' of 7, the 'second payment' of 14 f. have simply been 
linked to the text and express an opinion of the date of the Samian War without any assistance 
from the preserved portion of the stone.19 Furthermore, a wedge has unnaturally been driven 
between the first sum and the last two with the invocation of Byzantium in line 18, thus violating 
the internal logic of what looks to be a straightforward record of three chronologically 
progressive expenses devoted to the same end. The account has now become a very peculiar 
thing: expenditures have not only been allocated for unattested activity at Byzantium but this 
sum must of necessity be credited to two boards of Athena's treasurers, while the money spent at 
Samos is instead precisely allocated to each of the same two boards. What explains so idiosyncratic 
a view? 

The suspicion that this interpretation rests on considerations purely extrinsic to the stone itself 
is amply confirmed by Meritt's discussion, where it is clear that he sought to accommodate the 

fragment to what he considered the exigencies of the literary tradition. For Meritt's starting- 
point, the discovery that Phyromachos (line 9) could not have been secretary of the treasurers of 
Athena as earlier had been supposed,20 by no means led in the direction he finally took. Making 
Phyromachos secretary of the treasurers of Athena in 441/0 simply provided a new date for the 

expenditure of the sum of money engraved on line 12. Meritt's general interpretation, on the 
other hand, though it utilized the new datum, actually hinged on the fact that the ancients 
(Isocrates xv I I I, Diodorus xii 28.3, Nepos Timotheus 1.2) seem uniformly to have held that the 

siege of Samos-by which they undoubtedly meant the 'war'-cost the Athenians 1200 T.21 
Meritt wished to reconcile this figure with those of IC i2 293. The only way to do so was to 
subdivide the total by divorcing the first sum from the last two (thereby creating a record without 

parallel).22 By referring these last two to the expenses sustained at Samos while assigning the first 
to costs allegedly sustained at Byzantium, Meritt could smooth the 'discrepancy between the 

epigraphical and literary evidence'.23 For 1276 T. + evidently 'corresponds well enough'24 with 
the literary figure to justify the inference. 

19 The one restoration, in lines 14 f.- avAo,aa EV'r] 

Epov-which might appear to give a certain cogency to 
the current interpretation is by no means safe. Quite 
possibly the word underlying Epov is hi] I Epov, whether or 
not we dare restore raLtaL rT6v hi] I Epov hoLSE [eaav; cf. IG 
i2 91, ML no. 58 A, lines 14 f.: KaOdaTrp Tos T6v hL [ep6]v 
TOV 7rS 'AOevatas. 

20 AFD 40-2. 
21 Some emendation of the texts of Isocrates and Dio- 

dorus is required, but it seems simple enough and has been 
generally approved. Interest in the sum expended was no 
doubt incited by Thucydides' reference to the demand for 

reparations (i 117.3). 
22 IG i2 296 (AFD 8-83), the record of 432/I, deserves 

attention in this context. For though this inscription 
records expenditures made in two different theatres- 
Macedonia-Potidaea and the Peloponnese-it is impor- 
tant to note that both these regions are kept separate in the 

record. The first section (after the heading, which we do 
not possess in its entirety) is devoted exclusively to pay- 
ments made in the northern theatre, and it culminates 
with a total of all the expenditures made there. Then 
comes a vacant line and, after that, a listing of Peloponne- 
sian costs. Potidaea, it is true, is grouped with Macedonia 
in this inscription as part of the same category yielding a 
common total. But that is not analogous to what is alleged 
of our inscription. If Byzantium is dragged into it then the 
three expenditures (as aggregates) were all of them par- 
tially Byzantine and partially Samian. There is no warrant 
for selecting one of them and assigning it to alleged 
Byzantine expenses as if the campaign were regarded as 
separate. 

23 AFD 46. 
24 ML 5I1. Meiggs is considerably more skeptical in 

Athenian Empire 192. 
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This procedure would be inappropriate even if the reasoning that guided it had been sound. 
Nothing is gained from the interpolation of received opinion into empty letter-spaces except the 
dangerous illusion of its corroboration. In the meanwhile, potentially valuable evidence is 
stultified. In this case, there is no necessity or even justification to suppose that the monumental 
evidence and the literary tradition correlate. Historians are naturally selective, treasuries are not: 
monies were expended for more than the epochal siege. Consequently, we may let the stone itself, 
with its three sums and three boards of treasurers, point the way for us, thereby recognizing that if 
the events preceding the Samian War are of less interest to us and to ancient writers than the 
Samian War itself, it does not follow that the treasurers of Athena were indifferent to their cost. In 
short, we have every reason to suppose that this record included, in addition to the costs of the 
Samian War, the expenses incurred by that first squadron of forty vessels that enforced the 
dissolution of the Samian government and protected the establishment of the new democracy. 
Let us therefore interpret this fragment without constraint as independent evidence in its own 
right and learn what it tells us about the sequence of events we have been attempting to fix in time. 

III. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SAMIAN WAR 

If three different boards of the treasurers of Athena expended money on Samian affairs in the 
time partly covered by the Samian War, they must have been the boards of 442/I, 44I/0, 
440/39.25 Now though such a date as 442/ may seem on first appearance to be te oo early to be 
relevant to the Samian episode (which may well explain why this obvious possibility has not been 
explored), further consideration reveals its propriety. The board of 442/I left office a month into 
the new civil year of Timokles (441/0), and it is therefore possible to date the establishment of the 
first democracy at Samos-costing I28 T.+-in the sixth year of the Thirty Years Peace. 
Admittedly, we must be prepared to place this event, or at least the war between Miletus and 
Samos, somewhat earlier than Thucydides seems to allow. It is not beyond the bounds of 
possibility, however, that Thucydides was a trifle careless in 115.2-3. EKTW ETEt was perhaps used 
proleptically, Thucydides' firm date being that of the revolution at Samos when the democracy 
became 'official'. It is also conceivable that Thucydides telescoped the antecedents of the Samian 
War. He was not, after all, recording this material contemporaneously with the events. In either 
case, the margin of difference is too small to excite serious doubts about the putative evidence 
from our fragment: the Athenians installed the democracy in mid-summer 441 B.C. when the 
treasurers of 442/1 were still in office. 

The amount expended, 126 T. +, is not only reasonable in itself but also reminds us of the 
danger of assuming that such 'events' came about in an instant of time. We may assume the cost of 
a trireme to have been one talent monthly;26 and that the forty ships remained in Samian waters 
for a period of two to three months is completely understandable. In the first place, the 
establishment of the democracy, which commenced with the appearance of the fleet at Samos, 
required deliberation and care. The Athenians must have worked in concert with those Samians 
who had helped to instigate the revolution, not to mention those at Samos who were favourable 
to it. These elements of the population were not to be antagonized. Consequently, embassies will 
have been dispatched to Athens to iron out the details, determine the identity of the hostages, 
negotiate about the size of the garrison, the new government's 'rights' and so forth. Beyond this, 
an Athenian military presence was necessary to cow the dissidents and keep the exiles away. The 
fleet will have remained at Samos until peace and quiet were restored. 

If the new democracy was established inJune-July as IG i2 293 seems to indicate, a somewhat 
longer pause preceded the great rebellion than we have presumed. The delay is scarcely 
problematical; the presumption merely reflects our penchant for calculating a series of events in 
terms of the time they seem minimally to require. If Thucydides' account conveys the impression 
that the Samians acted with rapidity, we may recall that from his perspective in time the hiatus 

25 The alternative (441/0, 440/39, 439/8) can be T.+) which then must have been spent after the siege in 
excluded not only because Demostratos (not Phyroma- 439/8. 
chos) was apparently secretary of the treasurers of Athena 26 See Dover at Thucydides vi 3I.3, Meiggs, Athenian 
in 440/39 but because of the impossibly large sum (908 Empire 259. 
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was inconsequential: what mattered to him were the facts of the plot. But it is self-evident that the 
Samian emigres would have chosen their time with caution. Whenever the institution of the 
democracy, they can scarcely have acted before the advent of winter, when the Athenian navy 
was dry-docked. Beyond this, we are in a poor position to make inferences, for we have no 
knowledge of the events on which the Samians necessarily counted. How long does it take to 
persuade people to join in a plot? If the Samians counted on the aid of a Phoenician fleet, when 
could it be expected? In sum, the hiatus postulated between the imposition of the democracy in 
mid-summer 441 and the outbreak of the revolt in early spring is intrinsically unobjectionable. 

IG i2 293 also permits us to refine conclusions already reached about the chronology of the 
Samian War itself. Significant equations arise from the size of the last two sums, 368 T. and 908 T., 
when taken in conjunction with the terminal date of the payment of the first of these, namely, 
Hekatombaion 28, 440. 

(i) The treasurers of 441 /0 paid out 368 T. +. When they left office in mid-July, i60 ships were 
present at Samos.27 However, 60 had been at the siege for only one month's time (those 
commanded by the new generals of 440/39: Thuc. i 117.2). Since a month's pay (from mid-June 
to mid-July, which we may loosely approximate with Hekatombaion 28) for these ships and for 
the other hundred already at Samos amounted to i60 T., it is apparent that about 200 T. had been 
spent by the Athenians on the Samian War from the time of its inception to mid-June, 
Hekatombaion i. Now of the one hundred Athenian vessels active within this period, sixty had 
been in operation from the beginning (i 16. i), the other forty coming 'later' (i 16.2). If we assume 
the delay of a month before this reinforcing squadron was equipped and dispatched (it cannot 
have been much more or less) it follows that by Hekatombaion i the first detachment had seen 
service for about 24 months (60 x 24= 150 T.) and the second for about ij months (40 x ij=6o; 
150 +60=2 I0 T.).28 In that case the Athenians responded to the revolt around the beginning of 
April 440, the investment of Samos occurring in the beginning of May. 

(ii) The treasurers of 440/39 paid out 908 T. + for expenses incurred from mid-July 440. That 
is something more than 5I months' pay for a fleet of i60 triremes. Since we probably must allow 
for special expenses in what was an elaborate siege-so T.?-the siege probably lasted for little 
more than five months counting from mid-July, i.e. until January 439 B.C. We may therefore 
infer that Thucydides' eight-month-long siege was reckoned from the time of the first investment 
of Samos (early May) and not from Perikles' return from Karia.29 

The following approximate chronology30 therefore emerges from the evidence of IG i2 293 
and Thucydides in combination: 

June-July 441: Installati 
March 440: Samian 

Early April: Athenia 

Early May: Circum 

27 Sixty had been dispatched immediately (II6.I), 
another forty followed 'later' (I 16.2); then came the sixty 
of 117.2. 

28 This calculation is not as arbitrary as it may perhaps 
appear: the range of possibility is limited absolutely by 
our knowledge of two key elements of the equation. 
Consider that if all oo00 vessels had been present ab initio, 
the 308 T. paid in mid-July (subtracting 60 for the force 
arriving in mid-June) would have carried them for about 
three months, so that the Athenian response could have 
come no sooner than mid-April. From this point back- 
wards the proportions are fixed. Thucydides' tarepov, for 
example, cannot mean 'after fifteen days' because, in that 
case, assuming that the offensive began on the Ist of April, 
30 T. would have been spent in the first fifteen days and 
300 in the next three months-22 T. too many. A date in 
March, i.e. a forty-five day hiatus, can similarly be 
excluded because if the campaign began on the ist of 

ion of the democracy. 
Revolt. 
n response to the revolt. 
vallation of Samos. 

March, go T. would have been spent by the I5th of April, 
with another 3oo to follow for the next three months. 
What is required, therefore, is a month's hiatus, the first 

squadron having been sent to Samos around the ist of 

April, the reinforcement of forty vessels arriving around 
the Ist of May (60 T. +Ioo T. + Ioo T. + 50 T. = 3 o T.). 

29 See above p. 9. 
30 

Obviously, everything is plus or minus. On the one 
hand, the Athenians must have suffered some losses, 
which suggests that these events took somewhat longer, 
pay being distributed among fewer people. On the other, 
since I accept the literary figure of 1200 T. as the cost of 
reparations, I assume that 76 T. + were paid out in the 
aftermath of the war, when the new Samian democracy 
was established (for the date of which see below p. 17). In 
that case, a lesser amount would have been paid to the 

soldiery and the war will have been proportionately 
shorter. 

I3 
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May-early June: Perikles' departure for Karia; 
the fourteen-day Samian success; 
rebellion of Byzantium (?); 
reinvestment of Samos. 

Mid-June: Arrival of the newly-elected generals. 
EarlyJanuary 439: End of the Samian War. 

IV. IG I2 50+ 

IG i2 50+, as presently reconstituted (ML no. 56), consists of four fragments, one of which (b) 
records part of a treaty concluded between Athens and Samos. This much is clear from the 

presence in it of an oath of allegiance to Athens (lines i6 ff.) involving the Samians (lines 22, 23). 
Another of the fragments (d) names Tlempolemos, also the name of the general of 440/39 
mentioned by Thucydides in i I 7.2. On this evidence the inscription was traditionally dated in 
440/39, the year of the end of the Samian War. In 1931 Wade-Gery (following Wilhelm) 
connected fragment d with another (c) which until then had been regarded simply as a fragment 
of a strategic list.31 By combining the two he was able to restore portions of the names of ten 
generals who were thus supposed to have 'sworn the oath'-presumably, one taken by the 
Athenians reciprocally with the Samians (cf. IG i2 39.3 ff.).32 Since Wade-Gery's restoration 
required a line of 35 letter-spaces, fragment b, which had earlier been restored with a longer 
length of line (44 spaces), was modified accordingly. The text of b, c and d as published by Meiggs 
and Lewis is as follows:33 

5 [--------- ------ ---- p]- 
[aao Katl p6 Kal foAevao r6t o 3eLOt r6 'AOeva]- 

b [lov ho TL av SvvotLal KaAov K]al a[y]a6o'v, [ovSE a]- 
[TroaTraofat ia7 r6 o 6EJLO To 'A]valov oVre A[o]- W 34 , ] , A [yot OV6re Epyot oVre a7ro T6v] xuovpu,axov Orv 'A- 

20 [OEvaiov, Kal E'aotal rtan.r r ]6i 8^LOL Tr6O 'AO- 

[Evalov, 'AOEvalos S' ol,uoaal Sp]daoo Kal Epo Kal 

[foAev'ao KaAov rTOt 8tlot Lr ] Zap'lov ho rt dv 
rsvvo,LaL Kal EMrrl,eAaot al ot a]tlov KaTa ha [.] 
[............25 ............] 'AOvaov [..] 

25 [.............26.............] KpaTE[....] 

[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ] [.. .6...] 
lacuna 

c [aT]paTey[oL OJLvvov rOv hopKov ZoKpadES9 'Epe]- 
XO8EtOS sJ [- ----- AtyeItoS - ----- 7a]- 
voSovtios X[ ..... 1..... AEovTr'os HepLKA]- 

30 eF rAavKov 'A[Kal,avr'8os KaAA]i[aarparos 01]- 
d yiSos Xaf[vob6v KEKPO7riL']OS TAE,pL7r[oA,uos] 

[AlavTr'oo .... AVTLoX8o]S /oAE EPXE [.... ] 

[........ 6 ........ 7Tp6r]og ypaLadrTEVE 'Pa- 

[,tLvoaos vacat] vacat 

Since some of the generals now restored in this inscription are different from those of the year 
440/39 named by Thucydides in i 117.2, they (and the treaty) have been placed in the year 439/8. If 

31 CP XXvi (193 I) 309-13. Wade-Gery used different this argument it does not greatly matter (though I do not 
letters from those now employed to designate the frag- believe that the second alternative is a real one). 
ments (his a =d, d=c, c =b). 33 I do not reproduce the very fragmentary text of a 

32 I am not clear whether Wade-Gery conceived the (see PLATE Ia) since it does not affect this discussion. 
'signatories' to be those who took an oath inscribed in the 34 Now read ov8e with Alan Henry,JHS xcvii (1977) 
stele or some others who were 'guarantors' of the legiti- 156. 
macy of the treaty in some other sense. For the purposes of 
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this late date, though quite surprising,35 were the only difficulty raised by Wade-Gery's 
combination of the fragments, it could perhaps be tolerated. Unfortunately, it is the least of the 

problems created by this adventurous reconstruction; and all of them, taken collectively, provide 
sufficient reason to believe that this text must incorporate the fragments of more than one 
inscription. 

That Wade-Gery's hypothetical text has remained immune to criticism since the time of its 

publication probably is due to the special kind of advocacy he employed. His argument was less 
substantive than stylistic. Thus, the likeness of the letters convinced him that c and d belonged 
together, and both of them with a and b, with which d had already been associated. Judging their 
stylistic and dimensional similarity 'conclusive', satisfied that 'There can be little question that the 
fragments are all from one stele',36 it followed that the text, whatever it implied, was self-evi- 
dently one of integrity. Wade-Gery's assumption, however-and we now know that he was 
deceived in one important respect37-is far from the 'proof' it has been called;38 that word, 
indeed, can hardly be applied to a hypothesis that unnecessarily results in the creation of an 
intrinsically problematical text. 

Let us begin with the two fragments which specifically attracted Wade-Gery, namely c and d. 
By uniting them he was able to construct a list of the ten Athenian generals. Does not, therefore, 
the question arise whether the newly obtained strategic list is better left by itself than included in 
the Samian decree (a-b)? The board of generals, per se, does not belong in the decree. For though 
there is a parallel for the inclusion of generals in agreements as oath-takers, no parallel exists for 
this imputed subscription of the entire college as the guarantors of a treaty. It was not the business 
of the strategic college to 'ratify' pacts on behalf of Athens, however often the generals may have 
been required, together with other military officials and the boule, to swear to uphold the terms of 
a pact.39 In special circumstances, of course, Athenian generals, among others, could be required 
to ratify treaties. At Selymbria, for example, 'Athenian generals, [trierarchs,] hoplites, and any 
other Athenians present' (IG i2 i I6, lines 24-6, ML no. 87) swore an oath in 407 B.C. But generals, 
qua generals, much less the entire body of them, are manifestly inappropriate guarantors of the 
Samian treaty. In fact, the proper parties to such an oath would have been the members of the 
boule and the dicastic panel, as we know from the Chalcis decree (IG i2 39, ML no. 52), which 
dictated the procedures for an entirely similar situation only six years earlier: KaTa raSe rOv hopKov 

ouoa 'A 0eva'ov TIEv PoA'v Kal TOr otKaaTas (lines 3 f.). 
That Wade-Gery's join of c-d yields a strategic-list irrelevant to the Samian decree, or any 

other decree, also follows from the manner in which the generals have been identified. Their 
listing by tribe, not by demotic, is anomalous, inappropriate in a state document, where the 
official nomenclature is expected. On the other hand, tribal designation of the strategoi makes 
some sense in a purely internal document, where the affiliation retained local significance-per- 
haps as a survival of the days when every general was a member of the tribe he led-and demotics 
were at once superfluous and irrelevant. 

35 
According to Meritt, AFD 52 f.: 'There is nothing 

surprising in this delay. The alliance between Perdikkas 
and Athens, which had its inception in the agreement 
between Perdikkas and the Athenian generals in the field 
in the autumn of 423 (Thuc. iv 132), was not consum- 
mated by formal alliance until the spring of 422.... 
Another instance of long deliberation before the ratifica- 
tion of a treaty is found in the negotiations between Argos 
and Athens, which extended from the summer of 417 to 
the spring of 416.' These exceptional cases involving 
sovereign equals jealous of their rights suggest the con- 
trary of what Meritt supposed, for the establishment of a 

government by Athens in a conquered state implies a 
situation in which the Athenians had a free hand to do as 

they wished. As such, it is also to be differentiated from 
the process leading to the establishment of the first Samian 

democracy (above pp. I2-13), when the Athenians 

attempted a peaceful transition and enjoyed none of the 

privileges of conquest. 

36 CP xxvi (193 ) 3 2. 
37 Wade-Gery supposed the 'distinctive dressing of the 

back surfaces... conclusive' (312 n. I) but they are 
apparently not original and they differ in width (ML 152). 
Professor Norman Herz has examined the geological 
structure of the stones and has graciously permitted me to 
quote his conclusion that the geological structures allow a 
join for all four pieces. On the other hand (he noted), since 
the angle of foliation and the lineation (oriented top- 
bottom and perpendicular to the lettering) appear to be 
common orientations, no firm conclusion is possible. 

38 Meritt, AFD 49; cf. Wade-Gery 313 n. I. 
39 The college, for example, did not act as a body in 421 

(Thuc. v 19.2) and, for the fourth century, documents 
such as Tod nos. 103, 153, merely show that the generals, 
boule and knights (no. 103.10 f.) or the generals, boule and 
taxiarchs (no. 153.6 f.) were required to swear an oath of 
alliance. They were not signatories of the type envisaged 
by Wade-Gery. 

I 5 
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The presence of the archaic expression floAEs pXE in fragment d points unmistakably in the 
same direction. The phrase unquestionably served as the dating formula for the stele of which c-d 
were a part. Such a formula should not have been used to supply the date of a mid-fifth century 
decree: the expression should not appear as a postscript, foAE' requires its article, and reference to 
the demos is mandatory.40 Again, however, the fact that d thus resists emplacement in a decree of 
439 does not necessarily make it inappropriate in a strategic-list of roughly the same date. 
Modernity may have been resisted in documents of the kind: it is not inconceivable that the 
old-fashioned way was retained in such lists, wether through habit or because it was felt to lend a 
certain dignity to the institution. 

The difficulties thus far discussed are to a certain extent relative, and different people will 
allow them greater or lesser weight. However, the attempt to connect c-d with a-b leads also to a 
problem of another sort conclusively telling against the combination. The line of 3 5 letter-spaces, 
mandatory for a plausible reconstruction of the strategic-list41 (though inadequate for the rubric 
that begins isust a little too hort for fragment b to work properly. Of this there are a 
number of signs, one of them recently noted by Alan Henry,43 who pointed out that [ov8e . ] 
[n7oaTreaoa,at as restored in lines 17 f., is a solecism. As he emphasized, ovse' and /u7E join only 

negative clauses; what is minimally required here is [Kat OVK a] [7roaUe'aotatL-two letters too 
many for a line of 3 5 letters. Secondly, as Hermann Wankel maintained,44 the sole justification of 
the restoration of KaAov in line 2245 is that it suits the length of line required. This word should be 
ruled out, however, because of the use of a[yla0o'v in the same formula in line I 7: [ho' rt av &vvopaLt 
KaAOv KC]at ad[y]a6v. Even if we suppose, with Wankel, that aya0ov may have stood alone in both 
oaths (the preceding letters -al- in line 17 then becoming the termination of SvvoliaL and not of 
Kal), we (again) must extend the line by two spaces. Probably, though, it is best to restore the 
double expression KaAOV Kal aya0ov or SiKaLov46 Kal ayao'v: the use of two such words mutually 
reinforcing each other, though not inevitable, is a well-known trait of such oaths-e.g. aptaros 
Kal StKatorlaTos (IG i2 39, lines 28 f.),47 [a&oAos K]al [dflAa]6s3 (IG i2 52, line 23). Moreover, 

fragment b seems elsewhere to have suffered undue abbreviation by a minimum of nine letters. 
Thus we read EaoxatL 7LTarToS in line 20, where X(av',u,axos EaoLaL 7rtLro's had been read in the 

Corpus; again, in line 21, 'Afevatos S' oio'orat requires KaTa rTae (restored in IG) at the very least. 
In both these cases, as in the oath formula, we must keep in mind that it is not enough to 'make do' 
with a bare minimum of words; what is needed is normal prose and balance. Thus, although one 
cannot disprove a restoration, I think that it can be asserted with confidence that the length of line 
of fragment b required by its association with c-d gives every appearance of being too tight a fit by 
nine letters at the least. 

For all these reasons, then, a-b are better left to themselves than attached to c-d. Nor is this 
conclusion as radical as it may perhaps appear. For fragment d, the pivotal fragment, was never 
securely locked to a-b. It was associated with them originally because it contained the name 
Tlempolemos and seemed also to possess compatible lettering. Wade-Gery's concern to connect d 
with c, furthermore, clearly transcended his interest in questioning the exact relationship of d with 
a-b or in resolving any problems the new length of line might pose in the restoration of b. He was 
content to write, for example, that: 'Consequently [i.e. because of the new length of line], the 
supplements suggested for fragment c [=b] . . . (which presupposes a considerably longer line), 

40 A similar formula occurs in the (probably) late sixth- 43JHS xcvii (1977) I56. I am grateful to Professor 
century decree IG i2 I (ML no. 14) where, as in d, it Henry for his readiness to provide me with a copy of his 
appears as a postscript: [E7]i rs-r f[o]Ai[s (line 12). Refer- paper before its publication. 
ence in a decree to the boule alone recurs in 41 I: see [Plut.] 44 ZPE xv (1974) 251. 
Vit. X Orat. 833 d and ML 249 (on IG ii2 12+). 45 ap]dao Kat (p6O Kal I| [foAEvao KCLAOV Tr6it EO TOr6i] 

41 Even so, the list is very hypothetical. No tribe names Zaptiov ho T av I [ovvoiat. 
are preserved in d, Kallistratos' name needs to be mis- 46 Wankel pointed out, op. cit. 249-54, that KaAov is not 
spelled, and a scant four letters are allowed for the name of attested in oath-formulae of the fifth century, and he may 
one of the generals. well be right to prefer 8'KaLOv as the correlative of ayao'v 

42 aT]paT(Ey[OI O6vvov TOV hopKOV is too abbreviated to when, as in the Kolophon decree (A TL ii Di 5 line 43) and 
have stood alone. We need aT]paTey[oi 'A6evatov hot'e here, a brace of such words was used. 
0SLvvov iov hopKov: and if 'AOevaiov be dispensed with, 47 Cf. IG i2 IO, lines 21 f. (ML no. 40), quoted below p. 
which seems inadmissible, ho(Se cannot be. Cf. e.g. ML I8. 
no. 37 b (IG i2 20, line I). 
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will have to be revised. There seems little difficulty about restoring 35 letters exempli gratia, 
though I have no suggestions worth printing, and find line 27 especially stubborn.'48 But he was 
well aware, at the same time, of certain significant variations in the lettering. These now deserve 
consideration. 

Although there can be no doubt about the general similarity of the letters and their spacing, 
differences exist between a-b and c-d. The most obvious is displayed in the punctuation. Fragment 
a (line 12) contains a stop consisting of two dots.49 In c-d the marks invariably consist of three. 
Secondly, the middle strokes of mu in d differ in length from those of a-b. As Wade-Gery 
recognized,50 all those of d are carried down to the base-line. The inside strokes are two 
millimetres longer than those of b. The shape of mu in a-b is also more open (/') than that of d 
(M), the difference at the base being about one millimetre. (On the other hand, there is no doubt 
that the mu in c is very like those of a-b.) Omicron is another letter possessing a slightly different 
shape. Though its height is the same in all the fragments (something which is true of all the letters), 
the width of omicron in b ranges from 81-9 millimetres while it measures 72 in d. In general, 
though all the letters in b and d are definitely of the same basic dimensions, those of d are 
consistently on the low side of the continuum. Finally, it is not an overstatement to assert that the 
general appearance of d seems neater and more elegant than that of b.51 

How important are these sometimes trivial variations, especially when they must be measured 
off against indisputable similarities? I do not see how one o can dogmatically discount them: a 
hypothesis based on style is allowed no clear-cut exceptions (however often differences can be 
observed between the same letters on inscriptions indisputably integral), and the different 
punctuation mark and the discrepant mus can be regarded in no other light. Again, the very slight 
diversity in fragments b and d appears b and d appears consistent while, on the other hand, the similarities may in 
part be purely mechanical-i.e. dictated by the use of the same stoichedon pattern. Indeed, the 
important question is whether the stylistic similarities of the fragments may also have been 
common to other inscriptions as well. And, as it happens, several other fragments exist with 
apparently indistinguishable lettering and similar stoichedon patterns.52 These, which will be 
published together as IG i3 145, require at least a 48-letter line. They could therefore either be part 
of a-b or yet a third example of an inscription with similar lettering.53 In the face of all this, then, 
it is reasonable firmly to dissociate c-d from a-b. The desirability of that combination is more than 
counterbalanced by the improbabilities and difficulties-substantive and stylistic-the association 
generates. It is best to keep c-d as a self-contained strategic list and a-b as a part of the regulations 
propounded for the Samians after the end of the Great Revolt. 

V. THE 'ATHENIAN OATH' OF IG I2 50, LINES 21 FF. 

Before leaving this decree-which now may be dated back again to 440/39-one final matter 
deserves attention. Lines 21 ff. contain an oath assigned to the Athenians. In it they pledge their 
loyalty to the Samian government in terms elsewhere employed by Athens' subjects. This 
astonishing feature was noted by Meiggs and Lewis, who speak of the 'positive undertaking to 
look after the interests of the Samian demos. Athens (and perhaps we could say Pericles) seems to 
have decided that the wisest policy was to pin her faith on a democratic government at Samos; this 
perhaps helps to explain why the Samian democrats remained faithful to the bitter end.'54 Some 
such explanation seems required-or would be, if 'AOevat'os 8' oo'raat were not wholly restored. It is 
a great deal to swallow. The oath imputed to the Athenians entails, after all, considerably more 
than a 'positive undertaking' to regard the Samian democracy with favour: it is an act of 
allegiance confirmed by oath setting the interests of another government on the same level as 

48 CPxxvi (1931) 312. EM 5197andAg. I 658 (now EM 13370). 
49 See PLATE I, reproduced from squeezes that were 53 Unfortunately, I can find nothing in the (meagre) 

very kindly provided me by Mr John McK. Camp, II. text of these fragments that ties them into the Samian 
50 P. 312, quoting Homer Thompson. decree. 
51 See PLATE I. 54 ML 153. 
52 I am indebted to David Lewis for this information. 55 I return to a line of 44 letters; see however n. 46. 

The fragments were published in Hesp. xiv (I945) 94-7, 
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those of Athens itself. For that is inevitably implied in the formulaic words 8p]dco Kal Epo Kal I 
[foAevao KaAov Kal acya0ov Tr6Lt SEOLt Tr6] Za,lov ho' TL av I [SvvooaL.55 It is a great deal to attribute 
to the Athenians, especially on the basis of mere restoration. 

This particular restoration undoubtedly recommended itself because the preserved portion of 
line 22 required that the party taking the oath swear loyalty to the Samians. The party, however, 
need not have been Athenian rather than Samian; and that it can have been the latter is easily 
shown. In the first place, nothing stands in the way of assuming that the oath contained in lines 
I5-2I was sworn by the entire Samian community. Compare the requirement of the Chalcis 
decree (IG i2 39, ML no. 52) by which 'all male Chalcidian adults' (lines 32 f.) are required to 
swear the oath contained in lines 21-32. The situation at Chalcis was entirely comparable to that 
of Samos and only six years earlier. In that case, we are at liberty to assume that the following 
oath, here at issue, was in fact the bouleutic oath of the Samians themselves. As a standard 
precautionary measure against possible counter-revolution, the Samian bouleutai were required to 
affirm their loyalty to the newly established democracy. We may compare the bouleutic oath of 
the Athenians themselves: ra fE'ATtrTa flovAe6vaEtv TC 8sr iCo TrJo 'AOrvaiov.56 And, as a parallel for 
what the Athenians demanded of the newly organized Samian bouleutai, we turn to the Erythrae 
Decree, IG i2 IO, ML no. 40, lines 21-3. This, a fairly legible portion of Fauvel's copy, reads as 
follows (as in ML): o3Lv[v]vaL [Se ra]S [rTv]PoA.ev oAEvao hos av [av]vo[.]J[L]a[]pp.Lr[a Kal] 
8[L]Ka[Lora]ra 'EpvOpaLov r6 TrL 7AEI Kal 'AOEvaiov KaLt rv [xalVV]uau[X]ov KTA. Consequently, still 
assuming a line of 44 letters, we may remove 'AOEvatos Se olo'aat KarTa ra'd and substitute io'oaal 
8e rev foAev KaTa TarE. But the restoration, like all such, is of no importance: what matters is that it 
is open to us to conceive of this oath not as a paradox but as a routine requirement imposed by the 
Athenians on the Samians themselves.57 

CHARLES W. FORNARA 
Brown University 

ADDITIONAL NOTE 

Since the publication-date of IG i3 is still uncertain, it may help Fornara's readers to extract 
here IG i3 145. 

Duo fragmenta inter se coniungentia: a, in foro inventum (Ag. I 658), nunc EM 13370, a. 
0,245, 1. 0,I46; b, in arce (?), nunc EM 5197, a. 0,22, 1. 0,I I. Ambo supra integra, cum cymatii 
vestigiis. Cr. (in cymatio) 0,075, (in inscriptione) 0,065; tergum fortasse pristinum est. 
Composuit Meritt, coniunctionem indicavit Lewis, fecit Vanderpool. 

Litt. Att. crassae et vulgares, a. 0,01-0,012, non accurate aToLX7r1Sov scriptae, fere 0,0225, 
0,014. Lapicida idem n. 48 incidit. Phot. (ect.) Hesperia 14 p. 86. 

Ed.Meritt, Hesperia 14, 1945, 94-7 (SEG X 51). Alia fragmenta ibi tractata hic nn. 157, 
22I, 212, 213 invenies. EM 5197 numerum IG I2 14Id dedit Hiller, non tamen edidit. 

a. 440-430 ZTOIX. 

[E8oxaEv TEL ToA el Kal r6t S8E'L' - - 'S E7T]pvTaVE[vE,.] / [- -] 
[- -ypa/xtlaTeve - - rTEaTaTd]e, Xpo'lov [EtT7e' TO[- -] 
[- - - - - - - - - --] S ho hEvp6v[at - -] 
[- 

- - ------ - - - .], ETE hv7r[6] TOtS T[- -] 
5 [- - - - - - - - ...] Ka ... . [- -] 

[- . .5 .]TS [- - -] 

Margo dextra definiri non potest; vv. non minus quam 48 litt. 1-3 PYTA, EXPO. AEMO 
alia sub alia disposita sunt. 

At the time that the join was made (originally from squeezes), D. W. Bradeen and I agreed 
that we could not, on stoichedon pattern and letter-forms, distinguish the text from the Samian 

56 See Rhodes, Athenian Boule 194 f. providing me with relevant information. He is, of course, 57 I owe a debt of gratitude to D. M. Lewis for his in no way responsible for the views expressed, nor should 
stringent criticism of this paper and for his generosity in his agreement be inferred. 
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Treaty, but the line-length seemed an insurmountable obstacle. Fornara's observations on the 

line-length of the oath obviously bring the text back into consideration. On appeal, Professor A. 
E. Raubitschek and Mme D. Peppa-Delmousou, to whom I am deeply grateful, assembled the 
fragments in May I977. They agree with Meiggs and Lewis against the earlier view that the backs 
were original and that the stele tapered. Our view was based on the fact that the fragments 
showed a tendency to split horizontally, but they point out that there has also been some wear. 
Without seeing any clear reason for dissociating the list of generals, they (and the Museum 
technicians) agree that IG i3 145 could be the top of the stele. 'There are differences in the size and 
shape of E, P, M, 0, but these occur also within fragments. There is no join, but only a small 
piece may be missing. The marble, especially of frag. a of IG i2 50, is very similar.' 

It can only be hoped that new evidence will resolve the matter. It is as yet not easy to see how 
what survives of IG i3 145 could be the beginning of the Samian Treaty, and I am not myself 
much convinced as yet by Fornara's general arguments for separating the list of generals from the 
Treaty. On the text of the Treaty, Bradeen and McGregor, Studies in Fifth-century Attic Epigraphy 
I20-I, should also be consulted. 

D. M. LEWIS 
Christ Church, Oxford 



(b) 

_ B ? , . '. : .. .. ......-. ....... i -- 

(d) 

IG i2 50+, fragments a, b, c, d (from squeezes). 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE SAMIAN WAR 

(a) 

(c) 
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